
A RESEARCH ON THE ANCIENT OLYMPICS

The ancient Olympic Games were originally a festival, or celebration of and for Zeus;later, .. "The Athletics of the Ancient
Olympics: A Summary and Research Tool" by Kotynski, p.3 (Quote used with permission). For the calculation of the
date.

The Olympics are a part of western civilization, and it is one of the many parts given to us by Greek and
Roman civilizations. There are other known records of who began the games. For example, Pausanias recounts
that Cyrene was founded c. The marathon is a modern event that was first introduced in the Modern Olympic
Games of in Athens, a race from Marathon northeast of Athens to the Olympic Stadium, a distance of 40
kilometers. Here, we give you the essential lowdown, highlight our favourite facts. The athletes were all male
citizens of the city-states from every corner of the Greek world, coming from as far away as Iberia Spain in the
west and the Black Sea Turkey in the east. Such victory songs or epinicians, were passed on from generation
to generation and many of them have lasted far longer than any other honor made for the same purpose. The
games of previous millennia were discontinued and then revived by Lycurgus of Sparta , Iphitos of Elis , and
Cleisthenes of Pisa at the behest of the Oracle of Delphi who claimed that the people had strayed from the
gods, which had caused a plague and constant war. According to an oracle, the king would be killed by her
husband. Pelops was proclaimed the winner and married Hippodamia. There was no torch relay in the ancient
Olympic Games. Any Winter Games? The coach or trainer stands to the left of the wrestlers, leaning on his
staff and holding a long forked branch. By around AD, the mound of ash stood six meters high! The modern
Olympic torch relay was first instituted at the Olympic Games in Berlin. Additional athletic events were
gradually added until, by the 5th century BC, the religious festival consisted of a five-day program. Married
women were not allowed at the Olympic Games. It could seat 50, spectators! Remove Ads Advertisement
Victors were welcomed back to their hometowns as heroes after the Games. For a complete list of events,
click here. The festival and the games were held in Olympia see 'Did you know' in the glossary , a rural
sanctuary site model shown here, courtesy of the British Museum in the western Peloponnesos. Renowned
expert Paul Christesen gives Olympic. End of the Games The Games continued through the Hellenistic period
with more buildings added to the site, greater comforts offered for the spectators and an increase in the
professionalism and event specialisation of the athletes.


